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That is a promotional book with over 50 pages of story in it.nigin has
learned the truth and is very angry.The Kö Leon must decide. However,

he's not powerless so when he hears that Axel provides been taken to the
hospital and dying, he offers his minions kidnap him.Linda is the first
to find Axel missing.s bodyguard dead on the floor beside the medical
center bed, she knows of only 1 place to discover answers. With Axel’
Timothy Brakenfeld requires a new body. It'll be given for free of

charge as often as we are allowed. To her enemies can be found in two
groups, the properly taken care of and the ones still alive. However,
the thing of her hate is on the surface world and she understands that

she will want some allies to help her find him. When he loses the battle
on Kuberg Hill, his body is usually left torn and fifty percent rotting
away. How can they discover and save Axel, when the just tip they have
is certainly a cryptic message from a woman no one can describe, and

what does she mean by, “Follow the Blood”?
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wonderful as always Ken helps to keep you glued to the webpages cannot
wait to access the full book, as with many other personal published
writers I acquired a taste and that's all it took like the Crypto series
extremely inventive and wonderful !
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